NOTE:
Contours are representative of the noise level at ground floor height only. Refer to facade point calculation tables for specific noise levels at prediction locations. Predicted noise levels include a +2.5 dBA facade reflection correction.
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NOTE: Noise Contours - L_{A_{eq}(9 hour)}

Projected Design

Assessed Buildings

Contour names indicate zones where pollution levels are predicted to exceed the noise level limits in the Study Area Control Plan.

Contour lines are rounded at joins to indicate approximate noise variation.
ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE CONTOURS (DESIGN YEAR, WITH MITIGATION, DAY)
NOTE:
Contours are representative of the noise level at ground floor height only.
Refer to facade point calculation tables for specific noise levels at prediction locations.
Predicted noise levels include a +2.5 dBA facade reflection correction.
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Ellerton Drive Extension

La_{eq}(15\text{hour}) Noise Contours

**NOTE:**
Contours are representative of the noise level at ground floor height only.
Refer to facade point calculation tables for specific noise levels at prediction locations.
Predicted noise levels include a +2.5 dBA facade reflection correction.
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ELLERTON DRIVE EXTENSION

LAeq(15 hour) Noise Contours with Mitigation

NOTE:
Contours are representative of the noise level at ground floor height only.
Refer to facade point calculation tables for specific noise levels at prediction locations. Predicted noise levels include a +2.5 dBA facade reflection correction.
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Contours are representative of the noise level at ground floor height only. Refer to facade point calculation tables for specific noise levels at prediction locations. Predicted noise levels include a +2.5 dBA facade reflection correction.
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Contour levels are representative of the noise level at ground floor height only. Refer to facade point calculation tables for specific noise levels at prediction locations. Predicted noise levels include a +2.5 dBA facade reflection correction.
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